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Good Afternoon.  Thank you for the opportunity to address you. 
 
I am here to urge you to look at your work here in a different light.  You have accomplished a 
lot, and what you have accomplished is impressive, but it’s still missing a vital element.  The 
United States is more than it’s government, more than the infrastructure.  This nation consists 
of people.  It is written into the Constitution, it is our bedrock. 
 
I urge you too look at the mass of ordinary American citizens, and look critically at what 
information is available to them. 
 
When I started looking for construction details on protective design, information to make 
home design more resistant to terrorist attacks, I found –after hundreds of hours of research-- 
was that there was a lot of information1; but none of it was available to ordinary people2. 
 
In fact there are ways to make buildings safer from bombs, from biological or chemical 
attacks; very simple materials and techniques3 to protect people4.   Despite clear, 
unmistakable recommendations in 1995, 1999, and 2002 that releasing unclassified 
information will save lives; nothing about protective building design has been leaked to the 
public5.  I urge you assist getting this done. 
 
I hope you remember that Americans are not all the same, and many are perceptive.  Ordinary 
people realize that seat belts protect them, but don’t make a person immortal.  When 
protective information on chemical or biological terrorism from one branch of government is 
contradicted by another6, they may not have the truth, but they realize something is wrong.  I 
urge you to promote the truth. 
 
I urge you to look at the fact that no protection is absolute; but that some protection is better 
than none.  That 5, 20, or 50 hours of EMS training is short of qualification, but far better than 
none at all. That reducing a threat in half is worthwhile.  That vaccinations should be an 
option for those that want them, and not just some. 
 
In any disaster, the first responders have always been people at the scene.  Other countries 
rely on citizens to make preparations, assist government when needed, take shelter during 
declared emergencies, follow moderately complex instructions, and to act responsibly.7 
 
From terrorist attacks on the Pentagon and World Trade Centers, to California's earthquakes 
and Florida's hurricanes; ordinary citizens perform admirably under extreme conditions. Panic 
is often found in the media, but rarely on the ground8.  In hundreds of studies of disasters, 
researchers found that ordinary, everyday people perform with awe-inspiring courage, 
generosity, and common sense.9  There is no reason to doubt American citizens will act even 
more effectively, and America better prepared,  if people are provided with accurate and 
useful information. 
 
Thank you for allowing me this time, and  thank you for your commitment. 
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